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PREFACE
This publication contains time series of main
aggregates for the period 2007 - 2014, both at current
and constant prices. Data for 1980 to 2006 are not
included but can be made available on request.

that recorded growths of 8.6 per cent, 5.6 per cent
and 7.7 per cent compared to 14.5 per cent, 6.4 per
cent and 16.0 per cent in real value added during
2013, respectively.

National accounts have been compiled in accordance
with the standards of the 1993 System of National
Accounts (SNA). Data from the external sector e.g.
Balance of Payments has been fully incorporated
within a harmonized and consistent framework.
However, financial statistics have not yet been
included within the system of national accounts.

Despite the negative growth rate in the primary
industry, the industry performance is improving,
led by livestock and crop farming subsector that
recorded 8.0 per cent and 4.8 per cent in real value
added compared to the decline of 37.6 per cent and
9.6 per cent recorded in 2013.

The domestic economy is estimated to have slowed
to 4.5 per cent during 2014 compared to the 5.1 per
cent recorded in 2013. The slow performance can
be attributed to the tertiary and secondary industries
that recorded slower growths of 6.3 per cent and 4.7
per cent in real value added, respectively.

In conclusion I would like to under-score the overriding
importance of the timely delivery of data to the
Namibia Statistics Agency (NSA), without which the
compilation of timely and accurate national accounts
cannot proceed. I would, therefore, like to take this
opportunity to urge all data providers to timely
transmit data to the NSA and in the same manner,
thank all Government and Private Institutions who
have assisted the NSA staff in meeting their data
collection requirements.

The slow growth recorded in the secondary
industry can be attributed to the construction
and manufacturing sectors that recorded sluggish
growths of 14.6 per cent and 0.5 per cent compared The NSA welcome views and comments of users,
to 30.2 per cent and 2.9 per cent in real value added to help us to improve the quality of the national
in 2013. In addition, the tertiary industry slowed accounts estimate in Namibia.
due to the wholesale and retail trade, transport and
communication and financial intermediation sectors

………………………………………
Liina Kafidi
Acting Statistician General
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REVISIONS

GROWTH RATES

Revisions in the National Accounts are always
necessary because certain data only become available
more than a year after the end of the reference
period. Thus the national accounts estimates for
the last three years are revised once or twice a year.
Revision for the back years of certain variables are
needed as new evidence becomes available or to
correct errors in the estimates cannot be excluded,
although the aim is to avoid this kind of revisions.

The domestic economy is estimated to have registered
a slower growth of 4.5 per cent in real value added
compared to 5.1 per cent recorded in 2013 (Figure
1). The main drivers behind this slow growth were
the secondary and tertiary industries that recorded
growths of 4.7 per cent and 6.3 per cent compared
to 8.4 per cent and 7.2 per cent in 2013, respectively.

Despite the contraction of 2.3 per cent recorded
in 2014, the primary industries recovered from a
There are marginal revisions of GDP growth rates decline of 6.1 per cent in real value added recorded
for 2008, 2009 and 2011 as published in ‘National in 2013.
Accounts 2013’ publication. The revisions are as
follows: 2008, 2009 and 2011 has been revised from
2.6 per cent, 0.3 per cent and 5.1 per cent to 2.4 per
cent, 0.6 per cent and 5.2 per cent, respectively. The
revisions are due to new data that were received.

Figure 1 GDP growth rates
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GROSS NATIONAL INCOME AND GROSS NATIONAL DISPOSABLE INCOME 1
Gross National Income (GNI) (Figure 2) measures
national income generated by Namibian factors of
production both inside and outside of Namibia. Over
the years 2007 to 2014, Gross National Disposable
Income (GNDI) has been higher than the GNI
because of net inflows in current transfers that have
been influenced mainly by high SACU receipts. Gross

National Income stood at N$ 144 516 million in 2014
as compared to N$ 124 034 million recorded in 2013,
representing an increase of 16.5 per cent. Gross
National Disposable Income (GNDI) improved to N$
162 681 million in 2014 from N$ 139 246 million of
the preceding year.

Figure 2 Gross National Income (GNI) and Gross National Disposable Income (GNDI)

1 For GNI and GNDI definitions refer to the ‘List of Terms and Definitions’ at the end of this publication
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SAVINGS AND INVESTMENT
Gross savings is calculated as the difference
between disposable income and final consumption
expenditure. The more a country spends its national
income on consumption, the less resources is available
for investment and savings; and consequently for
future production.
Figure 3 depicts the performance of Gross Savings
and Gross Fixed Capital Formation (investment)

over time. It shows that investment was consistently
higher than gross savings except for 2007 and 2008.
This is a reflection of investment from abroad into
the economy of Namibia in the latter years.
Figure 4 shows the relation between gross savings
and gross fixed capital formation as a ratio to Gross
Domestic Product during the period under review.

Figure 3 Gross Savings and Gross Fixed Capital Formation in N$ billion
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Figure 4 Gross Savings and Gross Fixed Capital Formation as a percentage to GDP

INFLATION AND GDP DEFLATOR
The period between 2008 and 2014 has witnessed
the inflation hovering between 9.1 per cent and 5.4
per cent (Figure 5). The year 2009 witnessed the
highest inflation of 9.5 per cent while the lowest
inflation of 4.9 per cent was recorded in 2010. The
average inflation for 2014 was 5.4 per cent.
The main contributors to the reduction in the inflation
were the categories of housing, water, electricity, gas
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and other fuels; and alcoholic beverages and tobacco
during the period under review.
The GDP deflator is a ratio of nominal GDP to real GDP
and measures the level of prices of all domestically
produced goods and services. The GDP deflator
recorded an increase of 11.7 per cent as compared
to an increase of 11.1 per cent in 2013.

Preliminary Annual National Account 2014

Figure 5 CPI and GDP-deflator in per cent
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GDP BY ACTIVITY
The domestic economy in 2014 has slowed by re- The primary industries continue to struggle in 2014
cording a growth of 4.5 per cent compared to 5.1 per recording a decline of 2.3 per cent, although better
cent in 2013.
than in the preceding year.
This slow growth can be mainly attributed to the The agriculture sector recovered from the drought of
secondary and tertiary industries that registered 2013 to record a growth of 6.5 per cent during the
growths of 4.7 per cent and 6.3 per cent compared period under review.
to 8.4 per cent and 7.2 per cent, respectively.
The livestock and crop farming subsectors recorded
The slow growth in the secondary industries is due growths of 8.0 per cent and 4.8 per cent in real value
to the construction and manufacturing sectors that added in 2014, respectively.
recorded growth rates of 14.6 per cent and 0.5 per
cent compared to 30.2 per cent and 2.9 per cent in On the other hand, poor performance in mining
real value added during the period under review.
sector was as a result of uranium and other mining
and quarrying that recorded declines in real value
Tertiary industries have slowed down relatively added of 9.9 per cent and 42.7 per cent, respectively.
recording a reputable growth rate of 6.3 per cent
compared to 7.2 per cent in 2013.
Figure 6 below shows the performance of industries
for the period of 2008 to 2014.
Wholesale and retail trade, transport and
communication and financial intermediation sectors
were the major contributors to the slower growth in
the tertiary industries by recording 8.6 per cent, 5.6
per cent and 7.7 per cent, respectively.
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Figure 6

Growth rates of industries in per cent

The contribution of the three main industries for
2014 is depicted in Figure 7 below. It can be seen
that tertiary industries remain the top contributor
of 56.0 per cent to GDP. The contributions to GDP of
the primary and secondary industries were almost
the same.

Figure 7

The secondary industries contributed 19.4 per cent
to GDP while the primary industries contribution was
18.6 per cent. The category ‘other’ includes taxes
minus subsidies that are added to GDP at basic prices
to calculate GDP at market prices.

Industry contributions to GDP 2014 in per cent
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SECTORAL DEVELOPMENTS [ANNUAL TRENDS]
Agriculture and forestry

mining and quarrying that all contracted during the
year under review.

The real value added of the agriculture sector is
estimated to have recorded a strong growth of 6.5
per cent in 2014 compared to a decline of 26.7 per The uranium subsector recorded a decline of 9.9 per
cent when compared to a decline of 6.9 per cent in
cent recorded in 2013.
2013. The poor performance in the production of
The positive performance in the sector can be uranium can be attributed to the unstable market
attributed to subsectors of livestock and crop farming prices of uranium during the period under review.
that recorded growths of 8.0 per cent and 4.8 per
cent, respectively compared to declines of 37.6 The subsector metal ores showed an improvement
percent and 9.6 percent witnessed in the preceding from the preceding year, albeit not strong enough
to offset the negative trend recorded in 2013. This
year.
subsector registered a negative growth of 1.4 per
The positive performance in the livestock farming cent in real value added as compared to a decline of
subsector is as a result of restocking after one 27.0 per cent registered in 2013. The decline in metal
of the worst drought in Namibia and the strict ores can be attributed to the reduction in production
requirements on livestock imports imposed by for zinc and manganese which recorded declines of
South Africa veterinary services during 2014. The 12.0 per cent and 16.8 per cent, respectively.
improved performance of the crop farming subsector
resulted from good rain received during 2014 which Other mining and quarrying subsector registered a
decline of 42.7 per cent in real value added during the
culminated in bumper harvest for major crops.
period under review compared to an increase of 11.0
per cent registered in 2013. This poor performance
Fishing and fish processing on board
Fishing and fish processing on board is estimated to was due to the closure of the fluorspar mine and a
have recorded a decline of 4.4 per cent in 2014 as reduction in the production of granite and marble.
compared to an increase of 2.5 per cent in real value
Diamond mining registered a growth of 11.1 per
added registered in 2013.
cent in real value added compared to 7.3 per cent
The poor performance of this sector can be attributed recorded in 2013. Diamond production showed a
to demersal fisheries processed on board that strong growth as compared to 2013.
recorded a decline of 21.9 per cent in 2014 compared
to a growth of 7.7 per cent in output of the previous Manufacturing
The manufacturing sector is estimated to have
year.
recorded a slow growth of 0.5 per cent in real value
Mid-water fisheries processed on board also added during 2014 compared to growth of 2.9 per
registered a decline of 1.7 per cent in 2014 compared cent recorded in 2013.
to positive growth of 1.3 per cent registered in 2013.
The slow growth is as a result of poor performances
from the subsectors meat processing and textile and
Mining and quarrying
The mining and quarrying sector is estimated to wearing apparel that recorded declines of 14.8 per
have registered a decline of 4.6 per cent in 2014 cent and 11.7 per cent as compared to growths of
compared to an increase of 1.1 per cent recorded in 30.4 per cent and 4.7 per cent registered in 2013 in
the preceding year. This decline can be attributed to real value added, respectively.
poor performance of uranium, metal ores and other
12
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The subsectors beverages, publishing and printing,
non-metallic mineral recorded growths of 10.3 per
cent, 12.7 per cent, and 8.3 percent respectively in
2014 as compared to growths of 6.6 per cent, 6.8
percent and 1.1 per cent in 2013, respectively.

Electricity and water
The utility sector (electricity and water) is estimated
to have recorded a strong growth of 6.0 per cent in
real value added in 2014 compared to 0.3 per cent
recorded in 2013. The strong growth was driven by
the electricity subsector, which recorded an increase
of 8.6 per cent in 2014. This was influenced by the
increase in the local demand of electricity especially
due to increased activities in the mining sector.
However, the water subsector recorded a decline of
2.9 per cent due to a 6.5 per cent drop in the demand
of water for irrigation, attributed to the good rains
received in 2014.

Construction
The construction sector is estimated to have recorded
an increase in real value added of 14.6 per cent in 2014
as compared to a massive growth of 30.2 per cent
recorded in 2013. The performance in the sector is
mainly due to the construction works done by mining
and quarrying sector and general government sector
that registered growths of 18.8 per cent and 16.1 per
cent in 2014 compared to an increase of 1063.3 per
cent and 53.3 per cent recorded in the previous year.

growths of 22.8 and 21.5 per cent, respectively
compared to 10.3 and 18.0 per cent, registered
in 2013, respectively. The furniture and clothing
subsector sales also showed improved performance
by registering growths of 14.5 and 17.0 per cent,
respectively in 2014.

Hotels and restaurant
The hotels and restaurants sector in 2014 is estimated
to have recorded a growth of 9.3 per cent in real
value added compared to 8.0 per cent registered in
2013. The performance in the sector is attributed to
the subsector restaurants that registered a growth of
17.8 per cent in 2014.
The subsector hotels’ real value added also registered
a growth of 5.6 per cent during the period under
review. The number of bed nights sold and room
nights sold also registered growths of 2.6 per cent
and 6.1 per cent in 2014 compared to growths of 8.2
per cent and 3.6 per cent recorded in 2013.

Transport, storage and communication
The transport and communication sector estimated
a slower growth of 5.6 per cent in real value added
in 2014 compared to 6.4 per cent recorded in 2013.
The slow growth is attributed to poor performance
of railway transport subsector that declined by 28.8
per cent in 2014.

However, the following subsectors recorded positive
growths: Telecommunication increased by 8.9 per
Construction works done by the transport and cent, port services by 7.8 per cent, freight by road by
communications sector registered a growth of 6.7 5.8 per cent, airport services by 4.6 per cent and air
per cent compared to a decline of 0.8 per cent transport by 4.3 per cent.
recorded in 2013. The value of buildings completed
also registered a growth 9.0 per cent during the Financial intermediation
period under review.
Financial intermediation is estimated a to have
recorded a slow growth of 7.7 per cent in real value
Wholesale and retail trade
added in 2014 compared to 16.0 per cent recorded
The wholesale and retail trade sector is estimated to in 2013.
have registered a growth of 8.6 per cent in real value
added in 2014 compared to 14.5 per cent in 2013.
The weaker performance of this was mainly attributed
to the banking subsector that posted a weak growth
The performance of this sector is reflected in sales of 9.8 per cent compared to a growth of 20.9 per
of supermarket and vehicle that recorded strong cent in 2013.
Preliminary Annual National Account 2014
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The performance of the banking subsector was in
turn attributed to a slowdown in deposits received
by the banks in 2014, that increased by 15.9 per cent
compared to a huge increase of 47.1 per cent in
2013.

Education

The education sector is estimated to have registered
a positive growth in real value added of 5.9 per cent
in 2014 compared to 3.3 per cent registered in 2013.
This positive growth is attributed to the sub sector
of primary and secondary education that registered
The insurance subsector also posted a weak a strong growth of 7.3 per cent in 2014 compared to
performance of 4.8 per cent in 2014 compared to a 2.8 per cent registered in 2013.
9.6 per cent in 2013
Tertiary and other education is estimated to have
Real Estate, renting and business services
registered a decline of 3.4 per cent in 2014 compared
The real estate, renting and business activities sector to an increase of 6.6 per cent registered in 2013.
is estimated to have registered a slower growth in
real value added of 3.2 per cent in 2014 compared to Health
4.1 per cent registered in 2013.
The health sector estimated to have recorded a strong
growth of 7.6 per cent in real value added for the
This performance can be attributed to real estate year 2014 in comparison to 6.7 per cent registered
subsector that recorded slower growth of 3.1 per in 2013.
cent in real value added in 2014.
The growth in 2014 was supported by a huge increase
The business services subsector is estimated to have of 30.8 per cent of government expenditure on health
recorded a growth of 3.6 per cent in real value added compared to 21.1 per cent in 2013. Private hospitals
in 2014, compared to 2.0 per cent recorded in 2013. also performed slightly well in 2014 with an increase
of 8.4 per cent from 8.0 per cent in 2013.

Public administration and defence

Public administration and defence which include
central government administrative activities,
statutory bodies and local government activities, is
estimated to have recorded a growth of 4.8 per cent
in real value added during 2014 compared to 3.4 per
cent growth in real value added registered in 2013.
This growth is indicative of government expenditure
in this sector.
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EXPENDITURE ON GDP
Final consumption expenditure

any country. The average ratio of investment to GDP
Final consumption expenditure remains the main over the period 2007 to 2014 is 25.4 per cent. The
contributor to GDP. The average contribution of ratio of investment to GDP in 2014 stood at 27.9 per
final consumption expenditure to GDP over the cent compared to 25.8 per cent recorded in 2013.
years 2007 to 2014 is 89.6 per cent. In 2014 final Trade of goods and services
consumption expenditure amounted to N$ 139,234 Namibia continues to be a net importer of goods
and services over the period of 2007 to 2014, thus
million compared to N$ 117,550 million in 2013.
recording trade deficits throughout the reporting
During 2014 private final consumption expenditure period (Figure 8).
accounted 68.4 per cent of the total final consumption
as compared to 67.1 per cent in 2013. The growth of The value of imports of goods stood at N$ 80,704
private consumption in 2014 was recorded to be 12.8 million in 2014 compared to N$ 69,567 million
per cent. Government final consumption expenditure recorded in 2013.
in 2014 grew by 6.0 per cent compared to 3.4 per
Imports of services increased to N$ 11,348 million in
cent registered in 2013.
2014 from N$ 9,034 million in 2013.
The export value of goods for 2014 amounts to N$
Gross fixed capital formation (Investment)
The ratio of gross fixed capital formation to GDP is 50,658 million while the value of services exported
a vital indicator for future development potential of

was recorded N$7,071 million in 2014.

Figure 8 Exports and imports of goods and services in Million N$
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SECTORAL DEVELOPMENTS [QUARTERLY TRENDS]
Year-on-year, the GDP for the fourth quarter of 2014
recorded a strong growth of 8.9 per cent compared to
5.6 per cent growth registered in the corresponding
quarter of 2013.

Other sectors such as construction, public
administration and health recorded double digit
growth of 19.0 per cent, 14.7 per cent and 26.4 per
cent, respectively.

This strong growth during the last quarter of 2014 The remaining sectors posted positive growths in real
was brought about by sectors of agriculture, utilities value added except for fishing sector that recorded a
and manufacturing that registered huge increases decline of 26.0 per cent.
of 22.3 per cent, 29.4 per cent and 13.8 per cent,
respectively.
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Table 1 Gross domestic product and gross national income
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Table 2 National disposable income and savings

Table 3 Inflation
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Table 4 GDP by activity Current prices – N$ million
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Table 5 GDP by activity Current prices – percentage contribution to GDP
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Table 6 GDP by activity Constant 2010 prices – N$ million
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Table 7 GDP by activity Constant 2010 prices – annual percentage change
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Table 8 Expenditure on GDP Current prices – N$ million

Table 9 Expenditure on GDP Current prices – percentage shares of GDP
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Table 10 Expenditure on GDP Constant 2010 prices – N$ million

Table 11 Expenditure on GDP Constant prices – annual percentage change
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Table 12 External transactions
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Table 13 Quarterly Gross Domestic Product by Activity, Constant 2010 Prices – N$
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Table 14 Quarterly Gross Domestic Product by Activity, Constant 2010 Prices – N$
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Table 15 Quarterly Gross Domestic Product by Activity – Percentage Change
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Table 16 Quarterly Gross Domestic Product by Activity – Percentage Change
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Table 17 Foreign exchange rates
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TECHNICAL NOTE
Main Aggregates

and professional licenses. Output being valued at
basic prices implies that value added is at basic
Gross National Income (GNI)
= GDP plus net primary income from the rest prices, even though intermediate consumption is
valued at purchasers’ prices, which is the amount
of the world
paid by the purchaser, including trade margins and
Gross National Disposable Income (GNDI)
= GNI plus net transfer from the rest of the taxes on products.
world
Banks and other financial intermediaries provide
Gross National Saving
services for which they do not charge explicitly.
= GNDI less final consumption expenditure
In this situation, national accounts must use an
indirect measure of the value of these services.
Gross domestic product
There are three approaches i.e. production, income This is referred to as “Financial services indirectly
and expenditure approach, of calculating GDP measured” (FISIM). They are measured as total
estimates of any country. The approaches are briefly interest receivable by financial intermediaries
described. In Namibia, as in many other countries, minus their total interest payable. Part of them are
GDP estimated by the production approach is allocated as household expendi¬ture and included in
considered the most reliable. GDP is derived as household consumption.
follows:
+
The sum of the value added of all industries 		 The rest is used by producers as intermediate
consumption, but it has not been possible to allocate
(activities) at basic prices
this item to industries. Instead it is de¬ducted as an
+
Taxes on products
unallo¬cated item at the bottom of the tables.
=
GDP at market prices
The components of value added at basic prices are:
The definition of value added is as follows:
+
Taxes on production, other than taxes on 		
+
Output at basic prices
products
−
Intermediate consumption (input of goods 		
+
Compensation of employees
and services) at purchasers prices
+
Operating surplus/mixed income, gross
=
Value added at basic prices
Value added at basic prices
Output is valued at basic prices, which is the sales =
value of output before taxes on products have been Compensation of employees includes wages and
levied, but including other taxes on production. salaries in cash and in kind as well as employers’
Taxes on products include value added taxes, import contributions to social security schemes. The term
duties, and fuel levy, while other taxes on production mixed income implies that the surplus includes
include taxes on assets used in production, like real an element of remuneration for the labour of the
estate taxes and motor vehicle levies, and business owners of unincorporated enterprises.
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According to the income approach of calculating
GDP, the components above are measured and
aggregated at the level of the total economy. The
components of GDP from the income side include
only primary incomes resulting from domestic
production, for example compensation of all nonresident workers is included if they are employed at
resident production units, whereas that of residents
working at enterprises situated abroad or at nonresident units located within the domestic territory
- such as foreign embassies - is excluded.

included, for example mineral exploration.
Changes in inventories are by definition equal to the
total value of all goods that enter the inventories
of producers minus all goods that are withdrawn
from them. Producers keep inventories of the goods
they produce either as finished pro¬ducts or workin-progress, of materials and supplies for use as
intermediate consumption, and of goods purchased
for resale.

Exports and imports of goods and services consist
of sales, barter, grants or gifts of goods and services
The third approach to compute GDP is by the from/to residents and to/from non-residents.
expenditure approach, as the sum of the final uses of The expenditure approach should in theory result
goods and services, measured at purchasers’ prices, in exactly the same figure for GDP as the producminus imports of goods and services.
tion approach. However, in practice this is not the
The expenditure on GDP includes the following case in Namibia’s national accounts. The reason is
components:
imperfections and gaps in the data sources. The
+
Final consumption expenditure
production approach is considered the more reliable
By households, NPISH and general 			 method and determines GDP both at current and
government
constant prices.
+
Gross fixed capital formation
+
Changes in inventories
Private consumption comprises of two components:
=
Gross domestic expenditure
final consumption expenditure by households
+
Exports of goods and services
and final consumption expenditure by non-profit
−
Imports of goods and services
institutions serving households (NPISH).
=
GDP at market prices
Direct purchases abroad by households include
expenditure by resident households during travels
Final consumption expenditure by households in foreign countries and private expenditure by
includes all expenditure, in cash and in kind, by Namibians working in Namibian em¬bassies abroad.
households on goods and services for the purpose of
consumption, minus sales of any such goods.
Direct purchases on the domestic market by nonFinal consumption expenditure by non-profit residents include expenditure by non-residents
institutions serving households (NPISH). The output in Namibia: private tourists; business and official
of such institutions, defined as the total cost of visitors; and non-Namibians working in foreign
producing it, is by definition consumed by the NPISH embassies in Namibia. The first item must be added
themselves.
to and the second item deducted from household
consumption on the domestic market. Both items
Final consumption expenditure by general are adopted from the balance of payments, and it is
government is defined in the same way as for NPISH. not possible to break them down into consumption
Gross fixed capital formation includes all expenditure purposes (food, etc.).
by producers for acquisitions less disposals of
produced fixed assets to be used in the production
process. It includes tangible assets like vehicles,
machinery, equipment, buildings and other
construction works. Also some intangible assets are
32
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Final consumption expenditure by general
government. Government services are available
free of charge or at prices that are not economically
significant. Examples of the latter are hospital fees,
passport fees, and entrance fees. Thus, there are
no market prices on government services. Instead,
its output is defined as the sum of the costs of
production.

the accounting period. This decline in value is the
result of physical deterioration, normal obsolescence
or ordinary accidental damage. It is a theoretically
calculated value that may differ considerably from
depreciation as recorded in business accounting.
The value of fixed capital stock and consumption of
fixed capital should reflect the cost of resources at
the time the production takes place. This value may
be very different from the historic costs, i.e. the prices
By definition, this output minus any fees charged paid for the fixed assets at the time of acquisition.
by government is recorded as final consumption
expenditure by government itself. In summary, the The National Accounts of Namibia contain estimates
relationships are as follows:
of gross fixed capital formation by industry cross+
Intermediate consumption
classified by type of asset. The estimates are
+
Compensation of employees
also classified by ownership of public and private
+
Consumption of fixed capital
sectors. The two variables, “fixed capital stock” and
=
Output
“consumption of fixed capital”, are calculated by type
–
Sales and fees
of asset and industry on the basis of the time series
=
Final consumption expenditure
for gross fixed capital formation and assumptions of
The value added created in the production of the life span of the fixed assets.
government services is defined as the sum of
compensation of employees and consumption of Gross fixed capital formation by type of asset is recorded
fixed capital.
by five categories: buildings; other construction
works; vehicles and transport equipment; machinery
The relative size of government
and other equipment; and mineral exploration. The
There are several conceivable measurements of the first four categories are tangible assets while mineral
relative size of government in economic terms as exploration is intangible. According to the 1993 SNA,
shown below:
the acquisition of computer software is also recorded
•
The per centage contribution by producers 		 as gross fixed capital formation.
of government services to GDP. This is equal
to government value added as a per cent of 		
External Transactions
the GDP.
The source is the Balance of Payments, compiled by
the Bank of Namibia and trade statistics compiled
•
Final consumption expenditure and gross by the NSA. The two compilation methodologies,
fixed capital formation by government as per cent as expounded in the 1993 SNA and the Balance of
of GDP. This measure indicates the share of the Payments Manual, fifth edition, are completely
domestic resources that are used by government for harmonized. The surplus/ deficit in the current
“tax”-financed consumption and capital formation.
account of the balance of payments Manual are by
definition the same as lending/borrow¬ing in the
Fixed Capital Stock
SNA. However, the classification and presentation of
The term fixed capital stock refers to the current transactions are somewhat different in the national
value of all fixed assets, written down by the accounts.
accumulated consumption of fixed capital on these
assets. Consumption of fixed capital is a cost of
production, defined as the decline in the current
value of the fixed capital stock during the course of
Preliminary Annual National Account 2014
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There are three main components of the
balance on the current account:
Balance of goods and services. Include imports
and exports of goods and services

Balance of primary incomes. Primary incomes
include compensation of employees and property
income, for example interest and dividends.

Balance of current transfers. This item includes all
unrequited current transactions between residents
and non-residents.
The classification by products in the tables is made in
accordance with ISIC, i.e. the products are classified
as originating in the industries that normally produce
them. Direct purchases by non-residents in Namibia
are included in exports of services in the tables
although it comprises all direct purchases, of goods
as well as services.
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List of Terms and Definition
Gross domestic product (GDP): The measure of the total value added (total value of the goods and
services produced within the country less raw materials, and other goods and services consumed during the
production process) in all resident producing units.

Gross national income (GNI): A measure of the income earned, whether domestically or abroad, by the
factors of production owned by residents.

Gross fixed capital formation (GFCF): The total value of a producer’s acquisitions, less disposals, of
fixed assets during the accounting period plus certain additions to the value of non - produced assets realized
by the productive activity of institutional units.

Consumption of fixed capital: Represents the reduction in the value of the fixed assets used in production
during the accounting period resulting from physical deterioration, normal obsolescence or normal accidental
damage.
Primary incomes: Incomes that accrue to institutional units as a consequence of their involvement in
processes of production or ownership of assets that may be needed for purposes of production.

Subsidies: They are current unrequited payments that government units, including non-resident government
units, make to enterprises on the basis of the levels of their production activities or the quantities or values
of the goods or services, which they produce, sell or import.

Exports of goods are valued FOB (free on board): This is the value in the market at the frontier of the
country, including the costs of transport and export duties.

Financial Services indirectly measured (FISIM): The total property income received by financial
intermediaries minus their total interest payable, excluding the value of any property income receivable from
the investment of their own funds.

Gross national disposable income (GNDI): Measures the income available to the nation for final
consumption and gross saving.

Household consumption: The expenses which households make on goods, durable as well as nondurable, and services.

Imports of goods CIF (cost, insurance, freight): this is the value in the market at the frontier of the
country, including all charges for transport and insurance from the country of export, but excluding customs
duties.
Compensation of employees: Consist of all payments in cash and in kind, by producers to employees.

International Standard Industrial Classification of all Economic Activities (ISIC): A classification
standard that is used to classify various activities.

Southern African Customs Union (SACU): A union with Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa and
Swaziland as member countries.
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Annex A: Detailed data sources and methods relating to nature of basic
data
Summary of data sources for estimates of GDP
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